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There's something a little electrifying about getting designer goodies on the cheap; It's like 
sneaking a drink from your parents' liquor cabinet for the first time. And you know, nothing gives us 
that high quite like good outlet shopping—unlike a sample sale or, say, Century21, all of our fave 
designers are packed together in one neat little manageable package. Enter The Arches, the 
newest offering from Tanger Outlets, a cluster of name-brand stores less than an hour outside the 
city in Deer Park, Long Island. With a Florida-meets-Venice vibe (think stucco, red tiled roofs, faux 
balconies, and a piazza with a giant fountain), you don't need to feel grubby chasing after cheap 
thrills. While the official opening was over Memorial Day, we headed out there yesterday to give you 
the skinny on the place. Our conclusion? It's definitely worth the trip. Look for a sick selection of 
brands like Chris Benz, Giambattista Valli, and Pierre Hardy at Neiman's Last Call, Ray Ban, Prada, 
and Blinde sunnies at the Optical Shop of Aspen, and majorly marked-down swimsuits at Petit 
Bateau. There's also everything from Lancôme to Wolford, plus plenty of places to nosh: We 
scooped up a hot-dog (or four) at Nathan's, right next to the big-ass Movie Theater (if your jonesing 
for some flicks after fashion...just sayin'). Check out the serious steals we peeped above, 10 good 
reasons to hit the L.I.E.  
 
R29 GIVEAWAY:  
Long Island isn't a subway stop away, which is why we're giving two of you the ultimate outlet 
hook-up. Two winners will get transportation in a tricked-out Escalade to bring you and four friends 
to The Arches to and from NYC. Plus, to make it a lil' sweeter, we're also throwing in five $25 gift 
certificates for each winner and their friends, to give you and your peeps a kick-start to your discount 
shopping. Day trips are available during the week or the weekend, and can be used until July 8, 
2010. To score the trip, comment on this story with favorite sale find ever, the two coolest get the 
trips.  
 
152 The Arches Circle, Deer Park, Long Island; 631-667-0600 

http://www.tangeroutlet.com/deerpark
http://www.facebook.com/shopthearchesoutlets


For help with directions via public transportation, click here.  
 
Above, clockwise from top left: What Comes Around Goes Around vest, $78.40 (was $326.67); Junya Wantabe clogs, $260 (was 

$745); Prada sunglasses, $130 (was $295); Miu Miu dress, $250, (was about $1,400); Pierre Hardy sandals, $350 (was about $900); Petit 

Bateau bathing suit, $41 (was $68.3); Lanvin by Acne denim jacket, $219 (was $885); Givenchy sandal, $335 (was 

$785); Chloe sunglasses, $120 (was $295); Sam Edelman boots, $99 (was $179) 

Click through for official contest rules... 
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